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1. Introduction {#advs1620-sec-0010}
===============

Placenta‐origin pregnancy complications are common, with preeclampsia (PE) observed in 3--8%,^\[^\[qv: 1\]^\]^ gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) in approximately 10%,^\[^\[qv: 2,3\]^\]^ fetal growth restriction (FGR) in 5--10%,^\[^\[qv: 4\]^\]^ and macrosomia (MA) in 3--15% of pregnancies.^\[^\[qv: 5,6\]^\]^ These complications often lead to adverse maternal and fetal outcomes during as well as subsequent pregnancies, including abnormal fetal development, thromboembolic complications, and an increased risk of diabetes for mothers and their offspring.^\[^\[qv: 7\]^\]^ Multivariate screening methods based on ultrasound examination and the quantification of diverse maternal urine and serum biomarkers have recently been proposed.^\[^\[qv: 8--11\]^\]^ Some researchers have developed metabolomic biomarkers for the early pregnancy prediction of preeclampsia.^\[^\[qv: 12,13\]^\]^ More reliable biomarkers for pregnancy complications are therefore needed to predict potential complications at early gestational age.

Elevated levels of cell‐free DNA (cfDNA) has been first reported in lupus patients^\[^\[qv: 14\]^\]^ and later in cancer patients.^\[^\[qv: 15\]^\]^ Since then, elevated cfDNA levels have been observed for a wide range of conditions, including pregnancy, infection, inflammation, ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction, and hemodialysis.^\[^\[qv: 16--20\]^\]^ Of these conditions, higher median maternal serum cfDNA concentrations have been reported in pregnancies with pregnancy complications, such as PE.^\[^\[qv: 21\]^\]^ Taken together, these observations indicate that cfDNA is a potential noninvasive biomarker of diverse diseases, including pregnancy‐related complications. However, it is necessary to distinguish the disease‐specific cfDNA patterns of different diseases before applying it to predict pregnancy complications in early pregnancy.

Plasma cfDNA fragments are released by apoptotic cells after enzymatic processing of chromatin. DNA that remains bound to nucleosomes is retained, whereas naked DNA regions between nucleosomes are digested.^\[^\[qv: 22--24\]^\]^ The resulting cfDNA, therefore, comprises a nucleosome footprint carrying information about its tissues of origin.^\[^\[qv: 25\]^\]^ For example, analysis of cfDNA fragment derived from cancers revealed that the promoter regions of active genes exhibited depleted coverage, which implied that less nucleosome‐binding occurred in these regions along with increased gene expression.^\[^\[qv: 26\]^\]^ In pregnant women, the majority of cfDNA is derived from maternal hematopoietic cells and placental trophoblasts.^\[^\[qv: 27\]^\]^ In addition, common pregnancy complications such as PE, GDM, FGR, and MA, have a root cause in the placenta, and involve the maternal immune system.^\[^\[qv: 20,28\]^\]^ Therefore, we hypothesized that cfDNA fragment distribution patterns may carry information regarding source tissues of origin, particularly placental trophoblasts and maternal hematopoietic cells, and that global profiling of cfDNA fragments in promoter regions can be used to identify biomarkers that can predict pregnancy complications.

Here, we carried out a large‐scale, retrospective study using whole‐genome sequencing of plasma cfDNA from pregnant women at three independent hospitals, which included data from 3200 pregnant women (**Figure** [**1**](#advs1620-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). According to their follow‐up results, 2199 participants (including 578 women with pregnancy complications and 1621 controls) were selected for promoter profiling analysis. Specific promoter profiling was found for MA, FGR, GDM, and PE. We then applied logistic regression to develop classifiers that could predict the occurrence of each complication. Using these classifiers, MA, FGR, GDM, and PE were successfully predicted with an accuracy of 80.3% (C~MA‐A~), 78.9% (C~FGR‐A~), 72.1% (C~GDM‐A~), and 83.0% (C~PE‐A~), respectively. Our findings suggested that cfDNA coverage across certain promoter regions detected at early gestational age may be used to develop simple and precise methods for predicting placenta‐origin pregnancy complications.

![Schematic overview of predicting pregnancy complications. During pregnancy, the plasma cell free DNA (cfDNA) is primarily derived from placental trophoblasts and maternal hematopoietic cells. Exposed DNA not bound to a nucleosome is digested, whereas nucleosome‐bound DNA escapes digestion and enters into maternal circulation. Therefore, cfDNA comprises a nucleosome footprint that carries information of its tissue of origin and could reflect its gene expression pattern. As pregnancy complications are closely related to dysfunction of the placenta and maternal immune system, the read coverage of cfDNA may be used to predict the occurrence of pregnancy complications. We used whole‐genome sequencing data of cfDNA derived from 2199 pregnancies to develop classifiers for predicting four pregnancy complications---macrosomia (MA), fetal growth restriction (FGR), gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), and preeclampsia (PE)---at early gestational age. To show greater differences, all nucleosome in the promoter regions (−1 KB to +1 KB around the transcription start site \[TSS\]) of highly expressed genes are depleted; however, the nucleosome‐depleted region is usually found within the nucleosome upstream of the TSS.](ADVS-7-1901819-g001){#advs1620-fig-0001}

2. Results {#advs1620-sec-0020}
==========

2.1. Read Depth in Promoter Regions of Plasma DNA Infers Gene Expression Levels in Maternal Blood and Placenta Tissues {#advs1620-sec-0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Read depths in the promoter regions detected using plasma cfDNA reflect the promoter activity of their respective genes in the tissues of origin and are negatively correlated with gene expression.^\[^\[qv: 26\]^\]^ The transcriptional activity of genes varies according to nucleosome occupancy at promoter regions, with decreased occupancy at the primary transcription start site (pTSS, defined as the region ranging from −1 to +1 KB around the transcriptional start site) of the active genes. Decreased nucleosome occupancy also leads to increased accessibility by DNA nucleases. As most of cfDNA in pregnancies was derived from maternal blood cells and placenta, we want to confirm whether the coverage of plasma cfDNA in promoter regions could reflect gene expression patterns of placenta and maternal blood. We carried out whole genome sequencing of cfDNA in 300 healthy pregnancies (Table S2, Supporting Information) to obtain promoter profiling on the read depths at the pTSS. In addition, the gene expression profiles of the placenta and maternal blood from healthy pregnancies were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO).

By comparing cfDNA coverage at the pTSS for the most 500 highest and 500 lowest expressed genes in the placenta and maternal blood (**Figure** [**2**](#advs1620-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a,e), we confirmed that gene expression levels had negatively correlation with the read depths across the promoter regions. Highly expressed genes in the placenta exhibited lower read depth, whereas lowly expressed genes exhibited greater read depth (Figure [2b](#advs1620-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Similar patterns were also evident for genes with high or low expression levels in the maternal blood (Figure [2f](#advs1620-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). As merely approximately 10% of total cfDNA was derived from placenta with the rest majorly derived from maternal blood cells, the promoter profiling of placenta may be affected by their common genes. Therefore, we further compared promoter profiling of placenta and whole blood specific genes and unexpressed genes. And we obtained similar results (Figure [2](#advs1620-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c, d, g, and h). Since most of pregnancy complications were correlated with the dysfunctions of placenta and maternal immune system, these results suggested that cfDNA distribution may reflect expression levels in the tissues of origin in pregnant women, meaning that cfDNA coverage at gene promoters can be applied as a biomarker to predict pregnancy complications. Using the expression profiles of placenta and whole blood cells derived from pregnancies with complications (see Section 4), we also found that the top 500 of highly expressed genes showed low coverage in the promoter regions and the bottom 500 of lowly expressed genes showed high coverage in the promoter regions (Figure S1, Supporting Information).

![Promoter read depth patterns of highly and lowly expressed genes. a) Mean expression levels of the 500 most‐ (Top500, red) and least‐expressed (Bottom500, blue) genes in the placenta. b) Promoter coverage patterns for the 500 most‐ (Top500, red line) and least‐expressed (Bottom500, blue line) genes in the placenta. c) Mean expression levels of the placenta‐specific (Ps‐genes, red) and unexpressed (Un‐genes, blue) genes in the placenta. d) Promoter coverage patterns for the placenta‐specific (Ps‐genes, red) and unexpressed (Un‐genes, blue) genes in placenta. e) Mean expression levels of the most‐ 500 (Top500, red) and least‐expressed (Bottom500, blue) genes in the maternal blood. f) Promoter coverage patterns for the most‐ (Top500, red line) and least‐expressed (Bottom500, blue line) genes in the maternal blood. g) Mean expression levels of the whole blood‐specific (Bs‐genes, red) and unexpressed (Un‐genes, blue) genes in the maternal blood. h) Promoter coverage patterns for the whole blood‐specific (Bs‐genes, red) and unexpressed (Un‐genes, blue) genes in the maternal blood. Additional details about tissue‐specific and unexpressed genes can be found in Method section.](ADVS-7-1901819-g002){#advs1620-fig-0002}

2.2. Promoter Profiling of cfDNA Reveals Disease‐Associated Patterns {#advs1620-sec-0040}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate the potentials of cfDNA for predicting pregnancy complications, our study selected low coverage sequencing data of cfDNA derived from 2199 samples (119 MA, 132 FGR, 267 GDM, 60 PE and 1621 healthy controls) from three independent hospitals of China according to the gestational age of plasma collection and their follow‐up results (**Figure** [**3**](#advs1620-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). For each complication, the gestational age of their controls was well matched in each cohort (Table S1, Supporting Information). There was no significant difference of the gestational age between cases and controls (*p*‐value: 0.76 for PE, 0.5 for GDM, 0.41 for FGR, 0.78 for MA, **Table** [**1**](#advs1620-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). We developed a pipeline to search for effective classifiers (Figure [3](#advs1620-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), which included three stages: exploration of genes with differential promoter profiling (discovery stage), identification of classifiers (training stage) and validation of classifiers (validation stage). At the discovery stage, we first selected the low coverage whole‐genome sequencing data of cfDNA on ten complication cases and ten gestational age‐matched controls for each of the four pregnancy complications (MA, FGR, GDM, and PE). By comparing the promoter profiling of each pregnancy complication and their matched controls, we identified sets of genes with significant differential coverages (\|Log~2~ fold change\| ≥ 1 and FDR ≤ 0.1): 718 gene transcripts for MA, 808 for FGR, 800 for GDM, and 672 for PE, respectively (**Figure** [**4**](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a--d and Table S6, Supporting Information). Next, we performed unsupervised clustering analysis on the coverages for these pregnancy complications. We found distinctive coverage patterns for MA (Figure [4e](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), FGR (Figure [4f](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), GDM (Figure [4g](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), and PE (Figure [4h](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), revealing distinctive coverage patterns for MA (Figure [4e](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), FGR (Figure [4f](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), GDM (Figure [4g](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), and PE (Figure [4h](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). The heatmaps show distinct patterns of promoter coverage between healthy pregnancies and pregnancies with complications (Figure [4](#advs1620-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}e--h).

![Pipeline used to develop classifiers for predicting pregnancy complications. To develop classifiers for predicting pregnancy complications, the plasma samples of pregnant women were collected before the diagnosis of pregnancy complications. The samples used for classifier construction were selected according to the gestational age of sampling and their follow‐up results. Additional details regarding the definition of pregnancy complications and corresponding controls are presented in Methods section. GA means gestational age. ^a,^ ^b^, and ^c^ indicate participants from the Nanfang Hospital of Southern Medical University, Third Affiliation Hospital of Sun Yat‐Sen University, and Cangzhou People\'s Hospital, respectively. Plasma cfDNA samples collected from Nanfang Hospital were analyzed using the Illumina sequencing platform. Plasma cfDNA samples collected from The Third Affiliation Hospital of Sun Yat‐Sen University and Cangzhou People′s Hospital were analyzed using the Ion Proton sequencing platform.](ADVS-7-1901819-g003){#advs1620-fig-0003}

###### 

Maternal and pregnancy characteristics of study pregnancies

                                           Macrosomia      FGR         GDM         PE                                                                                           
  --------------------------------------- ------------ ------------ --------- ------------ ------------ --------- ------------ ------------ --------- ------------ ------------ ---------
  Gestational age at sampling (weeks)      16.9 ± 3.6   17.0 ± 3.6    0.78     18.3 ± 4.0   17.9 ± 3.7    0.41     15.9 ± 2.4   16.0 ± 2.6     0.5     17.9 ± 4.2   18.0 ± 4.2    0.76
  Age (years)                              33.1 ± 4.1   32.1 ± 4.7    0.052    31.1 ± 5.3   31.3 ± 5.1    0.67     34.0 ± 4.5   32.7 ± 4.8   1.6E‐03   34.1 ± 4.9   33.3 ± 4.4    0.17
  BMI (kg m^−2^)                           23.0 ± 2.3   21.2 ± 1.9   2.2E‐16   20.6 ± 3.1   21.5 ± 2.0   2.8E‐07   22.5 ± 2.8   21.3 ± 2.5   2.0E‐13   24.2 ± 3.5   21.3 ± 2.4   1.3E‐11
  Weight gain (kg)                         13.8 ± 4.3   13.9 ± 2.3    0.21     12.3 ± 3.2   13.7 ± 2.5   1.8E‐08   11.1 ± 3.1   13.4 ± 3.0   2.2E‐16   12.3 ± 3.5   13.0 ± 2.9    0.078
  Baby weight (kg)                         4.3 ± 0.6    3.3 ± 0.3    2.2E‐16   2.3 ± 0.3    3.3 ± 0.3    2.2E‐16   3.3 ± 0.5    3.2 ± 0.3     0.17     2.7 ± 0.6    3.2 ± 0.3    7.1E‐11
  History of adverse pregnancy outcomes                                                                                                                                         
  Yes                                          19           19       4.9E‐06       15           23       4.8E‐03       26           59        0.27         4            13       0.76\*
  No                                          100          457                    117          495                    241          742                     56          227      

Data are mean ± standard deviation. Age = maternal age. BMI = pre‐pregnancy body mass index. Weight gain = weight gain during pregnancy. FGR = fetal growth restriction. GDM = gestational diabetes mellitus. PE = preeclampsia. Mann--Whitney *U*‐test was used for the comparison of continuous variables. χ^2^ test and Fisher exact test (\*) were used for the comparison of categorical variables.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

![Gene transcripts with differential read coverages at primary TSS (pTSS). Volcano plots of gene transcripts with differential read coverages at the pTSS (\|log~2~ fold change\| ≥ 1 and false discovery rate \[FDR\] ≤ 0.1) at the pTSS detected using whole‐genome sequencing for a) macrosomia, b) FGR, c) GDM, and d) PE. The red, blue, and green dots indicate gene promoters though to be downregulated, upregulated, and exhibiting non‐differential coverage, respectively. Heat map of the z‐scores of promoters with differential read coverages for e) macrosomia, f) FGR, g) GDM, and h) PE.](ADVS-7-1901819-g004){#advs1620-fig-0004}

We searched the literature for the functional relevance of the top enriched pathways to the diseases, and found that each set of enriched pathways were associated with to the corresponding complication (Figure S2, Supporting Information and Table S7, Supporting Information). As one example, the PI3K‐Akt pathway regulates the expression of sFlt1, which is an important marker of PE in clinic.^\[^\[qv: 29\]^\]^

2.3. Identification and Validation of Classifiers Based on Genes with Differential Coverage at pTSS {#advs1620-sec-0050}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further validate the potentials of cfDNA for predicting complications, we applied more samples of whole‐genome sequencing of cfDNA to develop and validate prediction classifiers. At training stage, we focused on the gene transcripts with significant differential coverage at pTSS identified in the discovery stage. Using a logistic regression model and stepwise method for feature selection, a set of 12 genes, denoted by C~MA‐A~ (set‐A classifier)~,~ performed well as a predictor of MA (accuracy = 80.0%) and exhibited the largest AUC value (Table S8, Supporting Information). The probability of pregnancies with MA was calculated using C~MA‐A~ as follow: $$\begin{matrix}
{\text{Logit}\left\lbrack {p = \text{MA}} \right\rbrack = 2.180\, + \, 0.605\, \times \, SMC3 - 1.204\, \times \, MASTL} \\
{+ \, 1.366\, \times \, CREM - 1.295\, \times \, C1QTNF12 - 0.471} \\
{\times \, MLXIP\, - \, 0.811\, \times \, MAP3K9 - 1.284\, \times \, IGSF6 - 1.347} \\
{\times \, APC2\, - \, 0.504\, \times \, GPM6A\, + \, 1.048\, \times \, TMEM128 - 0.057} \\
{\times \, NIPBL\, - \, 1.652\, \times \, TMEM184A} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Where *SMC3*, *MASTL*, *CREM*, *C1QTNF12*, *MLXIP*, *MAP3K9*, *IGSF6*, *APC2*, *GPM6A*, *TMEM128*, *NIPBL*, and *TMEM184A* are genes in the C~MA‐A~. In this equation, each gene was represented by a value of 1 when the normalized gene promoter coverage was higher than the corresponding cutoff (Table S9, Supporting Information); otherwise, the gene was represented by 0. Then the p‐value was calculated by logit transformation. If the p‐value was higher than the corresponding threshold (Table S13, Supporting Information), the pregnancy was predicted to have MA, otherwise the pregnancy was predicted to not have MA. In the training cohort, C~MA‐A~ had an AUC of 0.766 with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI of 0.678--0.854), which was used to determine whether individuals would develop MA or not. The accuracy of C~MA‐A~ was 80.0%, with a sensitivity of 71.0% and specificity of 82.3% in the training cohort (**Figure** [**5**](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S8, Supporting Information). Consistent with the results of the training cohort, the internal validation cohort and two external cohorts produced AUCs of 0.817 (0.689--0.945), 0.791 (0.721--0.861), and 0.762 (0.675--0.848), respectively, for the C~MA‐A~ (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S8, Supporting Information).

![Performance of classifiers in predicting pregnancy complications. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for predicting a) macrosomia, b) FGR, c) GDM, and d) PE occurrences in the training, internal, and external cohorts for set‐A classifiers based on gene promoters with differential read coverages---C~MA‐A~, C~FGR‐A~, C~GDM‐A~, and C~PE‐A~; set‐P classifiers based on the promoter profiling of placenta‐specific genes---C~MA‐P~, C~FGR‐P~, C~GDM‐P~, and C~PE‐P~; set‐W classifiers based on the promoter profiling of whole blood‐specific genes---C~MA‐W~, C~FGR‐W~, C~GDM‐W~, and C~PE‐W~; and set‐PW classifiers based on the combination of placenta‐ and whole blood‐specific genes---C~MA‐PW~, C~FGR‐PW~, C~GDM‐PW~, and C~PE‐PW~. The *X*‐ and *Y*‐axes indicate classifier sensitivity and specificity, respectively.](ADVS-7-1901819-g005){#advs1620-fig-0005}

For the other three pregnancy complications, the procedures for classifier construction and validation were similar to those used for MA (C~MA‐A~). For FGR, a set with 13 genes, denoted by C~FGR‐A~, performed well as predictor of FGR (accuracy = 79.5%; AUC = 0.774) during the training (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S10, Supporting Information). The internal cohort and two external validation cohorts for C~FGR‐A~ produced AUCs of 0.813 (0.703--0.922), 0.763 (0.684--0.843), and 0.765 (0.684--0.845), respectively (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S8, Supporting Information). For GDM, a set of 11 genes, denoted by C~GDM‐A~, performed well as predictor of GDM (accuracy = 72.6%; AUC = 0.720) during training (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S11, Supporting Information). The internal cohort and two external validation cohorts for C~GDM‐A~ produces AUCs of 0.732 (0.663--0.800), 0.699 (0.604--0.794), and 0.711 (0.642--0.780), respectively (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S8, Supporting Information). For PE, a set of ten genes, denoted by C~PE‐A~, performed well as predictor for PE (accuracy = 81.5% and AUC = 0.813) during training (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S12, Supporting Information). The internal cohort and external validation cohorts for C~PE‐A~ produced AUCs of 0.898 (0.797--0.999) and 0.804 (0.710--0.899), respectively (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S8, Supporting Information). All equations are shown in Table S13, Supporting Information.

2.4. Classifiers Based on Placenta‐ and Whole Blood‐Specific Genes {#advs1620-sec-0060}
------------------------------------------------------------------

As the four complications examined in this study are associated with the dysfunctions of placenta and maternal immune system,^\[^\[qv: 28\]^\]^ placenta‐specific and blood‐specific genes may be better at predicting these complications. We thus developed three additional sets of classifiers: 1) set‐P classifiers, which were selected promoters of placenta‐specific genes; 2) set‐W classifiers, which were selected promoters of whole blood‐specific genes; and 3) set‐PW classifiers, which were selected promoters of placenta‐ and whole blood‐specific genes. Their procedures of classifier construction and validation were similar with those of set‐A classifiers. For whole blood‐specific genes, the optimal classifiers for MA (C~MA‐W~), FGR (C~FGR‐W~), GDM (C~GDM‐W~), and PE (C~PE‐W~) produced AUCs of 0.640 (0.591--0.689), 0.611 (0.563--0.658), 0.593 (0.559--0.627), and 0.69 (0.623--0.757), respectively (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S13, Supporting Information). For placenta‐specific genes, the optimal classifiers for MA (C~MA‐P~), FGR (C~FGR‐P~), GDM (C~GDM‐P~), and PE (C~PE‐P~) produced AUCs of 0.644 (0.595--0.693), 0.616 (0.569--0.664), 0.618 (0.584--0.651), and 0.696 (0.63--0.762), respectively (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S14, Supporting Information). For combination two types of tissue‐specific genes, the optimal classifiers for MA (C~MA‐PW~), FGR (C~FGR‐PW~), GDM (C~GDM‐PW~), and PE (C~PE‐PW~) produced AUCs of 0.649 (0.600--0.698), 0.621 (0.574--0.668), 0.626 (0.592--0.660), and 0.702 (0.636--0.768), respectively (Figure [5](#advs1620-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S14, Supporting Information).

Although only approximately 10% of total cfDNA is derived from the placenta, with the rest majorly derived from maternal blood cells,^\[^\[qv: 27\]^\]^ the overall AUC of set‐P classifiers of four pregnancy complications was slightly higher than that of set‐W classifiers (Table S14, Supporting Information), indicating that placenta dysfunction may be one of the most factors underlying the occurrence of these four pregnancy complications, consistent with previous studies.^\[^\[qv: 28\]^\]^ We next compared the overall performance of the set‐A classifiers (derived from differential read depths of promoters without considering their tissues of origin) with those of the other three classifier sets for each pregnancy complication. Set‐A classifiers predicted complications more accurately than the other three classifier sets (Table S15, Supporting Information; all *p*‐value \< 0.05), suggesting that factors other than dysfunctions of the placenta and maternal immune system may be related to the occurrence of these pregnancy complications.

2.5. Classifiers Combined with Clinical Features {#advs1620-sec-0070}
------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have reported that certain clinical features may be used to predict pregnancy complications, such as BMI before pregnancy. In our data, we found that their AUCs were significantly lower than set‐A classifiers for each complication (Table S16, Supporting Information; all *p*‐value \< 0.05). To attempt to improve the performance of our classifiers, we further combined BMI with set‐A classifier of each complication (C~MA‐A~, C~FGR‐A~, C~GDM‐A~, and C~PE‐A~). But the AUC of the combined classifiers for predicting MA, GDM, and PE was decreased, whereas that of predicting FGR was slightly increased (Table S16, Supporting Information).

3. Discussion {#advs1620-sec-0080}
=============

In this study, we used promoter profiling of whole‐genome sequencing of cfDNA from pregnant women to assess the transcription activity of its tissues of origin. We found that differential read depths at the pTSS were indicative of differential gene expression in the tissues of origin, primarily the placenta and maternal blood (Figure [2](#advs1620-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we hypothesized that the differential read‐depth patterns of cfDNA at promoters should carry information regarding placenta‐origin diseases at an early stage, before any clinical symptoms become noticeable (Figure [1](#advs1620-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). To develop reliable predictors of subsequent pregnancy complications, we searched the genome for candidate promoters and implemented machine learning to select optimal classifiers for each pregnancy complication. Performance of the optimal classifiers for predicting MA (C~MA‐A~), FGR (C~FGR‐A~), GDM (C~GDM‐A~), and PE (C~PE‐A~) with an overall accuracy of 80.3%, 78.9%, 72.1%, and 83.0%, respectively (Table S8, Supporting Information). These findings highlight the potential predictive value of cfDNA read depth patterns as a non‐invasive assessment for predicting pregnancy complications at early gestational age.

The classifiers contained genes that may be correlated with the dysfunctions of pregnancy complications. For MA, the classifier C~MA‐A~ contained 12 genes *APC2*, *C1QTNF12*, *CREM*, *GPM6A*, *IGSF6*, *SMC3*, *MAP3K9*, *MASTL*, *MLXIP*, *NIPBL*, *TMEM128*, and *TMEM184A* (Table S9, Supporting Information). Previous studies have reported a close relationship between glucose metabolism and MA.^\[^\[qv: 30\]^\]^ Accordingly, *MLXIP* play a role in gene regulation in response to cellular glucose levels;^\[^\[qv: 31\]^\]^ *C1QTNF12* regulates glucose metabolism in liver and adipose tissues;^\[^\[qv: 32\]^\]^ and *CREM* is associated with Type 1 diabetes mellitus.^\[^\[qv: 33\]^\]^ For FGR, C~FGR‐A~ (Table S10, Supporting Information) included *CD63*, which is involved in different levels of platelet activation in preeclamptic, normotensive pregnant, and non‐pregnant women.^\[^\[qv: 34\]^\]^ For GDM, the classifier C~GDM‐A~ (Table S10, Supporting Information) included *CLOCK*, which may be associated with obesity and metabolic syndrome.^\[^\[qv: 35\]^\]^ For PE, the classifier C~PE‐A~ (Table S12, Supporting Information) contained *NFKB*, which is involved in inflammation and immune function, and associated with preterm birth.^\[^\[qv: 36\]^\]^ Further details regarding the function of individual genes in each classifier along with supporting citations can be found in Table S17, Supporting Information.

A useful biomarker for disease prediction requires low cost, easy detection and pervasive application. So far, no published studies have recruited more than 2000 pregnancies, began with high throughput screen, and performed validation in two independent external cohorts for predicting pregnancy complications. Our method was based on low‐coverage DNA sequencing data to predict pregnancy complications. The workflow of current noninvasive prenatal test (NIPT) procedures need not to change, therefore, our method can be easily adapted for preclinical tests based on current NIPT data. In addition, our method could simultaneously predict these four pregnancy complications based on the same sequencing data. With the accumulation of more NIPT data, this method might be applied to predict other severe pregnancy complications, such as preterm birth. Although the AUC, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of our classifiers is robust in all cohorts, the positive prediction rate were approximately 0.5 (Table S18, Supporting Information). The low rate of positive prediction may come from the genetic heterogeneity of the diseases. For example, according to our recent study, the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in clinical subtypes of PE are different: 2977 DEGs in early‐onset PE, 375 in late‐onset PE and 42 in late‐onset mild PE.^\[^\[qv: 37\]^\]^ The finer classification of the heterogeneous diseases may help improve the positive prediction. In addition, the performance of classifiers might be different among different ethnic groups. Previous studies have revealed that the risk factors of some pregnancy complications between different ethnic backgrounds were significantly different.^\[^\[qv: 38\]^\]^ In this study, we only validated the performance of our classifiers with one internal cohort and two external cohorts in Chinese. Therefore, such classifiers may be only applicable to Chinese patients.

The cfDNA and cfRNA have been taken as an important non‐invasive tool for the prediction of pregnancy complications. For cfDNA, it has been used to detect fetal chromosomal abnormalities in clinic,^\[^\[qv: 27\]^\]^ because detection of such abnormalities would not depend on the gene expression. In our study, we have developed classifiers using the promoter profiling of cfDNA for the prediction of pregnancy complications, based on the hypothesis that the promoter profiling of cfDNA may infer the gene expression patterns of maternal blood and placental tissues. The cfRNA can directly represent the expressed genes of maternal blood and placental tissues and thus may be used in the prediction of premature delivery.^\[^\[qv: 39\]^\]^

4. Conclusions {#advs1620-sec-0090}
==============

In summary, our data suggest that promoter‐profiling based classifiers provide high predictive capabilities for predicting multiple placenta‐origin pregnancy complications at early gestational age. The techniques required for low‐coverage DNA sequencing without additional tests, are easily applicable to routinely NIPT data, the results of classifiers are easy to interpret, and the costs of reagents and consumables are relatively low. Therefore, application of our classifiers in clinical practice should be feasible.

5. Experimental Section {#advs1620-sec-0100}
=======================

 {#advs1620-sec-0110}

###  {#advs1620-sec-0120}

#### Study Design and Participants {#advs1620-sec-0130}

In this nested case‐control study, the authors developed classifiers for predicting pregnancy complication based on low coverage whole‐genome sequencing on the plasma cfDNA of 2199 participants. These participants included 578 pregnancies who developed MA (119 cases), FGR (132 cases), GDM (267 cases), and PE (60 cases) later on. In addition, 1621 controls were also sequenced, including controls for MA (476 cases), FGR (518 cases), GDM (801 cases), and PE (240 cases) (Table [1](#advs1620-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Participants were enrolled at three independent hospitals of China, including Nanfang Hospital of Southern Medical University (SMU), The Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat‐sen University (SYSU), and Cangzhou People\'s Hospital. The plasma used in the discovery and training cohort was collected between May 1, 2013, and Dec 31, 2016, at Nanfang Hospital. The samples used at the discovery stage were contained in the training cohort. The validation stage has three cohorts: 1) the internal validation cohort, enrolled at Nanfang Hospital from Jan 1, 2017, to Dec 31, 2017; 2) external validation cohort‐1, enrolled at The Third Affiliated Hospital from Jan 1, 2016, to Dec 31, 2017; 3) external validation cohort‐2 enrolled at Cangzhou People\'s Hospital from Jan 1, 2016 to Dec 31, 2017.

The DNA sequencing samples were selected from retrospective cohorts of 3200 participants according to their gestational age of plasma collection and follow‐up results. To develop classifiers for disease prediction, plasma samples had to be collected before the time period of each pregnancy complication diagnosis. All selected samples were collected at 12--28 weeks\' gestation and the selected participants were singleton pregnancies. For MA and FGR, plasma was collected at 12--28 weeks\' gestation. For GDM and PE, plasma samples were collected at \<18 and \<20 weeks\' gestation, respectively. For healthy controls, their gestational age at the time of sample collection was matched with that of each pregnancy complication (Table S1, Supporting Information; *p* \> 0.05, Mann--Whiney *U*‐test). According to the follow‐up results, we defined five groups of pregnancies including MA, FGR, GDM, PE, and healthy pregnancies. The detailed eligibility criteria of each group was listed in Supporting Information. Briefly, MA was defined as a birth weight ≥ 4000 g.^\[^\[qv: 40\]^\]^ FGR was defined as birth weight below the 10th percentile for gestational age^\[^\[qv: 41\]^\]^ and gestational age was ≥ 37 weeks. GDM was diagnosed according to International Association of Diabetes and Pregnancy Study Groups (IADPSG) criteria, with universal testing for GDM at 24--28 weeks\' gestation with the 75 g 2 h OGTT. The PE definition was taken from the International Society for the Study of Hypertension in Pregnancy (ISSHP), which required blood pressure \> 90 mmHg with proteinuria \> 0.3 g in a 24 h collection \> 20 weeks\' gestation. Healthy control samples were collected from full‐term singleton pregnancies without pregnancy complications, in which the fetus was appropriately grown at birth with no obstetric, medical, or surgical complications in pregnancy. In addition, 300 healthy pregnancies in 1621 controls were selected to compare their promoter profiling with tissue expression profiles (Table S2, Supporting Information).

The institutional ethical review boards of all included hospitals approved this retrospective analysis and the requirement for informed consent was waived by the ethics review boards (NFEC‐2016‐093).

#### Sequence Analysis and Promoter Profiling {#advs1620-sec-0140}

The procedure of DNA preparation, isolation and DNA sequencing are in the Supporting Information. Raw reads were aligned to the hg19 human reference genome using bwa‐mem,^\[^\[qv: 42\]^\]^ with PCR duplicates removed using the rmdup function of SAMtools (ver. 1.2).^\[^\[qv: 43\]^\]^ Gene information was obtained from the RefSeq of University of California Santa Cruz.^\[^\[qv: 44\]^\]^ For each transcript, the region ranging from −1 to +1 KB around the transcriptional start site defined as the primary transcription start site (pTSS) was identified. After alignment, read counts for each base at the pTSS were calculated from the aligned BAM files using SAMtools. The read coverage at the pTSS was extracted from the aligned BAM files using bedtools (ver. 2.17.0). The read counts were normalized using the reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) method.

#### Microarray Data on the Placenta and Maternal Blood {#advs1620-sec-0150}

Placenta and maternal blood expression profiles of healthy pregnancies (GSE85307 and GSE24129)^\[^\[qv: 45,46\]^\]^ and pregnancies with complications (GSE85307, GSE92772, GSE24129, and GSE70493)^\[^\[qv: 45--48\]^\]^ were downloaded from the GEO database. Normalized gene expression values were processed using GEO query in R (ver. 3.3.1). The 500 highest and lowest expressed genes in the placenta and maternal blood were identified (Table S3, Supporting Information). According to the methods adopted by previous studies,^\[^\[qv: 49\]^\]^ the Human 133A/GNF1H Gene Atlas Database (GSE1133)^\[^\[qv: 50\]^\]^ was analyzed using the MGFM package of R with default settings to identify placenta‐ and whole blood‐specific genes (Table S4, Supporting Information). The list of unexpressed genes in all tissues were downloaded from the Supporting Information of a previous study.^\[^\[qv: 26\]^\]^

#### Procedure of Classifiers Construction {#advs1620-sec-0160}

At the discovery stage, we selected 10 cases of each pregnancy complication (MA, FGR, GDM, and PE) and 10 gestational age‐matched controls. Whole‐genome sequencing of cfDNA was then performed on each of these samples. Following alignment and normalization, promoter coverages at the pTSS were compared between each pregnancy complication and their corresponding controls, and a *p‐value* was calculated using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. *P‐*value was then adjusted to the false discovery rate (FDR) using the Benjamini--Hochberg procedure. Gene transcripts with FDR ≤ 0.1 and \|log~2~ fold change\| ≥ 1 were considered to have significant differential coverages at the pTSS (Table S6, Supporting Information).

At the training stage, we selected genes with significant differential coverages to develop promoter profiling‐based classifiers that could differentiate MA, FGR, GDM, and PE from healthy controls. The ten cases with complications and ten healthy controls used during the discovery stage were also included at the training stage. As a considerable amount of studies have reported that discrete data may improve classifier performance,^\[^\[qv: 51\]^\]^ the normalized read count of each promoter was discretized according to the optimal cut‐off point before classifier construction. The optimal cut‐off point of each promoter was defined as the maximum value of (sensitivity + specificity)/2 in the training cohort. The read depth of each promoter found in each subject was then set to one when it was larger than the corresponding optimal cut‐off; otherwise, it was set to zero. At the training stage, a stepwise method for feature selection was used to select the promoter combinations to construct classifiers. The robustness of these classifiers was assessed using the leave‐one‐out cross validation method. Briefly, each subject in the training cohort was withheld in turn, and the remaining subjects were submitted to train the model. The trained model was then used to predict the class (pregnancies with complications or healthy controls) of the withheld subject. This procedure went on until all subjects in the training cohort were judged. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to evaluate the performance of each classifier, including area under curve (AUC), accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. The classifiers which performed well and displayed the largest AUC in the training cohort were chosen as the optimal classifiers for each pregnancy complication (set‐A classifiers). The performance of these classifiers was then further validated using three independent validation cohorts, including one internal cohort and two external cohorts.

Apart from the set‐A classifiers (genes with significant differential coverages between pregnancy complication and healthy controls), another three sets of classifiers were developed to predict individual pregnancy complications: 1) set‐P classifiers selected promoters of placenta‐specific genes; 2) set‐W classifiers selected promoters of whole blood‐specific genes; and 3) set‐PW classifiers selected promoters of placenta‐ and whole blood‐specific genes. The procedure for selecting optimal classifiers for these sets was similar to that of the set‐A classifiers.

Previous studies have revealed that overweight and obesity were taken as significant contributors to disease.^\[^\[qv: 52\]^\]^ Therefore, pre‐pregnancy BMI potential for predicting pregnancy complications was also elevated. We first assessed BMI performance for predicting complications and compared its performance with set‐A classifiers. Then BMI was taken as a feature of set‐A classifiers to test whether the performance of combined classifiers would be increased.

#### Statistical Analyses {#advs1620-sec-0170}

ROC curves and the significance of differences in the AUC, sensitivity and specificity were plotted and calculated using the pROC package in R.^\[^\[qv: 53\]^\]^ Maternal and gestational ages were compared between groups using the Mann--Whitney *U*‐test. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to identify genes with differential read coverages at the pTSS. χ^2^ test and Fisher exact test were used for comparison of categorical variables. *p*‐values \< 0.05 for two sided tests were considered statistically significant. Hierarchical clustering was applied to the coverage data, using the average‐linkage clustering algorithms in Cluster (ver. 3.0). Heat maps were plotted using the pheatmap package in R. Function enrichment analysis was performed using Metascape with default setting.^\[^\[qv: 54\]^\]^ Then top ten enriched terms were visualized using ggplot2 and annotated by searching the literature.
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